ABSTRACT

This paper casts recent accomplishments in the field of Wireless MAC programmability into the emerging Software Defined Networking perspective. We argue that an abstract (but formal) description of the MAC protocol logic in terms of extensible finite state machines appears a convenient and viable data-plane programming compromise for modeling and deploying realistic MAC protocol logics. Our approach is shown to comply with existing control frameworks, and entails the ability to dynamically change the MAC protocol operation based on context and scenario conditions; in essence, move from the traditional idea of “one-size-fits-all” MAC protocol stack to the innovative paradigm of opportunistically on-the-fly deployed context-specific MAC stacks. With the help of selected and currently developed use cases, we report on preliminary integration activities within the CREW federated wireless testbed, and its OMF experiment control framework.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Originally introduced as “just” cable replacements, wireless networks have today dramatically expanded their scope. Market saturation, fierce competition, and traffic-revenue decoupling requires wireless operators to find creative technical means (other than pricing) to diversify their offers and get the most out of the current PHY technologies.

Flexibility and programmability of wireless devices appears crucial to foster wireless innovation [1]. Indeed, wireless service scenarios and application contexts evolve continuously and in an unpredictable way, and require significant and fast amendments of the underlying protocols. Customers should be given a personalized delivery service and quality of experience [2]. Wireless access performance should be matched to the nature of the application or service being used, and should be made able to smartly exploit opportunistically available spectrum and resources in dense environments [3]. And, finally, wireless protocols and solutions originally designed for general scenarios should be tailored (stretched?) so as to fit the specific needs of largely diverse (niche) contexts and deployments (industrial automation, domotics, military, emergency, machine to machine, etc).

In the attempt to make wireless flexibility and programmability viable, this work has a twofold goal.

First, we revisit recent work we carried out in [4, 5], where we introduced the notion of Wireless MAC processor (WMP). In a nutshell, the WMP design permits to decouple a set of “dumb” hard-coded, access primitives, from a third-party provided “smart” MAC protocol logic, according to which such primitives shall be executed. While in previous works we focused on the actual WPM core design [4], and on the technical extensions needed to run-time permit on-the-fly MAC protocol reconfiguration via “MAClets” [5], we here argue about the broader scope of WMP abstractions as data-plane interfaces for Wireless-specific Software-defined Networking (SDN) frameworks.

Second, in the attempt to identify practical control frameworks for WMP-enabled devices, we report on our integration experience within the federated experimental testbed developed in the frame of the CREW FP7 European project. Also via actually implemented and running use cases, we show how OMF controllers [6], so far meant for testbed’s experiment control, can be easily extended to accommodate dynamic reconfiguration and deployment of context-specific MAC protocol, and can be thus envisioned as possible baseline controllers for wireless SDN scenarios.

2. MOTIVATION

Today, wireless technologies and protocols (in this paper we are specifically concerned with the Medium Access Control protocol, MAC) suffer of an extremely slow pace of innovation.

On one side, standardization organisations are slow and restrictive in adapting to the new evolving requirements. Slow because a standard, even when dealing with “soft” amendments at the MAC protocol logic level (versus, say, hardware changes in the physical layer primitives) may take years from the time it is chartered to the time it is finalized; restrictive because pushing standard bodies in launching a
One-size hardly fits all

The wireless industry has so far standardized “protocols”, including the MAC stack, buried once for all inside the NIC implementation, and great care has been obviously made in making the evolution of such protocols backward-compatible, via amendments and extension of a legacy protocol specification. At the opposite extreme, starting long time ago with cognitive [7] and active [8] wireless network visions, the wireless research and academic community has pushed forward dynamic reprogrammability of devices, so as to best fit unpredictable and dynamically mutating context situations, adapt to service demand variations, and smartly exploit temporarily unused radio spectrum.

In a fully programmable vision, a protocol stack should not be designed once for all, but the most appropriate protocol fitting the possibly very specific context at hands could be automatically downloaded upon need. Protocols would be simplier (for instance, why bothering with hidden terminals in contexts where there is none?), and backward compatibility would not be an issue anymore (all the stations in a same radio coverage could download and run the same stack).

However, it is unfortunate that the wireless reseach community, while pursuing such an idealized vision, did mostly focus on specific technology platforms rather than on open interfaces and means to formally describe a desired radio behavior. Indeed, many valuable programmable radio platforms have been developed in the course of the past years, including but not limiting to GNUradio [9], WARP [10], USRP [11], SORA [12], AirBlue [13], and including platforms specialized for MAC layer programmability, such as [14, 15, 16]. However, what appears largely under-explored is the identification of abstractions and relevant programming languages which formally describe a desired wireless operation, and which can be deployed across multiple vendors’ platforms (somewhat similarly to Java applets [1]), irrespective of their internal implementation (be it FPGA or DSP or a proprietary HW).

The need for abstractions (learning from SDN)

The impressive rise of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) in the wired domain has underlined the crucial role of vendor-independent behavioral abstractions for the data forwarding plane, originally pioneered by OpenFlow [17], but today not limited to it. SDN is not “just” about the separation of control and data planes, or “just” about the massive deployment of the OpenFlow protocol and its emerging extensions. Nor SDN should be confused with the complementary Network Function Virtualization (NFV [18]) trend of handling network functions as virtualized software-based services running on commodity hardware.

Rather, as crystal clarified in a talk by a leading SDN scientist, the SDN’s paradigm-breaking vision that may obviate the very idea of standards and protocols is the ability to control network functions and elements through viable abstractions “consistent with the vendors’ need for closed platforms” (quoting [17]). These permit to dynamically provision, control, and even fully reprogram network nodes, using formal descriptions (e.g. an OpenFlow match/action table) of their forwarding behavior, provided by third party programmers via centralized remote controllers.

Arguably, the wireless enterprise community has anticipated, if not even inspired, the shift towards centralized controllers, but apparently has not been capable to recognize and harness the underlying SDN implications. Indeed, control/data plane separation and remote control of wireless access points was advocated as much as 10 years ago, and has lead IETF to charter, in 2005, the Control And Provisioning of Wireless Access Points (CAPWAP) protocol, later on standardized in RFC 5415. And the CAPWAP’s “split MAC” idea of encapsulating MAC layer control frames and delivering them to a controller for centralized processing resembles the way OpenFlow delivers to the controller information about newly incoming flows.

What however the wireless community has somewhat neglected is the need to i) devise viable programming abstractions for wireless functions, and ii) show that they can be handled with suitable extensions of already deployed network control frameworks. Our proposals for addressing these two issues are presented in the next two sections, respectively.

3. WIRELESS MAC ABSTRACTION

Although [4, 5] do not mention SDN, in retrospective we believe that we therein identified a viable compromise between the ability to program a broad range of wireless MAC protocols, and the consistency with the vendors’ need for closed platforms. We now briefly review the basic Wireless MAC Processor (WMP) concept and the relevant MAC programming abstraction, to the extent needed for understanding the new network-wide control and orchestration means described in the next section and integrated in the CREW testbed. The reader interested in technical details and implementation aspects (on a cheap commodity brand-name vendor’s cards) is referred to the original works.

In designing a viable abstraction for platform independent wireless MAC protocols specification, the technical hurdle to

1Quoting Craig Partridge [1], “One might imagine a lot of practical and theoretical work has been done on how to tell a radio how to behave and how a radio can describe its own behavior. However, rather stunningly, little work has targeted this problem.”

2Although with some stretch, NFV may be considered as the wired counterpart of the Software Defined Radio’s ability to replace HW transceiver components with software programs. This analogy also helps to clarify why SDR and “wireless” SDN are very different concepts.

face is how to formally model the MAC protocol behavior using an high level language, and meanwhile support operations which may require a precision in the order of microseconds (e.g. schedule a frame transmission), and which cannot hence be outsourced to software programs running outside the NIC (e.g. in the driver). Our proposed abstraction is hence be outsourced to software programs running outside the NIC manufacturer from that of the MAC programmer. Ven-

tors remain in charge of providing HW signals and in bringing about innovation in the radio primitives (faster transmission technologies, advances in modulation and coding schemes, etc.); MAC programmers are free to define the protocol states and relevant transitions which orchestrate such primitives according to their desired MAC protocol logic. And dynamic MAC protocol reconfiguration becomes as easy as switching from a state machine to another.

4. USING OMF AS CONTROL FRAMEWORK

4.1 OMF Control Architecture

Several SDN concepts have been somewhat anticipated in the context of software frameworks for the configuration, execution and centralized control of wireless testbed experiments [20, 6]. Although conceived for benchmarking purposes, experiment controllers exploit some basic principles of software defined networking: i) build a global view of the network in terms of interactions between nodes; ii) provide a model of different network resources with different abstraction levels for configuring the desired behavior; iii) bind a set of resources to one central controller running a program which defines how to change resource properties and reconfig- figure nodes in reaction to events.

The first architecture developed according to these principles was the ORBIT [20] wireless testbed, whose main components, the eControl Management Framework (OMF) and Measurement Library (OML), are now deployed in several worldwide testbeds (from USA to Australia), including the European testbed CREW. In an OMF-enabled testbed, the

![Figure 1: WMP integration in the OMF architecture as a specific node prototype.](image_url)

global view of the network is given by the aggregation of different testbed resources in a network topology whose state is monitored by the aggregation manager (AM); the hardware and software network resources are abstracted in terms of nodes, interfaces and applications, that can be configured by means of a set of parameters called properties and combined in different prototypes; the experiments are managed by a central experiment controller (EC) able to send configuration commands to all the nodes and react to network events defined by the testbed users.

Fig. 1 shows the general architecture of an OMF-enabled testbed: the testbed nodes run a resource control process (RC) to interact with the EC, and one or more monitoring processes called measurement points (MPs) for collecting node statistics to be sent to the OML data base. Different messages can be exchanged between the resource control processes and the experiment controller: loading messages, for sending and installing the binary code of the application modules to the nodes; call messages, for launching the installed applications with specific configuration parameters; event messages, for signaling some events such as the successful installation of an application; management messages, for verifying the configuration and the status of the nodes. The controller sends the messages for driving the applications on the testbed nodes according to an experiment description file which allows to change the application parameters dynamically during the experiments. The experiment controller is also responsible for handling nodes’ configuration consistency, synchronization problems, node state monitoring, etc., thus significantly simplifying the experiment description programmed by the users.

OMF testbeds have been used for experiments focusing on very different network aspects (from routing protocols, to content sharing applications and cooperative transmissions for ad-hoc networks) thanks to the application abstraction that allows to load on the testbed physical and virtual machines different network stacks and OSs, by linking interfaces and software modules (written in a generic programming language) with specific configuration parameters.

4.2 The WMP Prototype

Being the OMF programmability model based on composable software modules and parametric configuration interfaces, we considered the possibility to exploit the WMP abstractions for supporting a parametric definition of novel and dynamic MAC schemes in terms of coded XFSMs. To
this purpose, as depicted in figure 1, we defined a WMP prototype by integrating: i) the custom-made firmware developed for Broadcom wireless cards, ii) an interface application called bytecode manager, iii) a set of measurement points specifically designed for estimating the state of the wireless network.

**Firmware.** The firmware module allows to re-purpose the testbed wireless cards on which the prototype is loaded, by changing the card behavior from executing a standard 802.11 protocol to executing a generic programmable state machine. In comparison with the original version [4], the firmware has been slightly extended for enabling the possibility to collect low-level measurements to be exploited by the MPs. Two different extensions have been considered: the introduction of customized statistic registers that can be incremented by a relevant action at the occurrence of hardware events to be monitored; the possibility to filter the packets in the transmission and reception buffers by verifying a match condition in a two-bytes field in different frame positions.

**Interface.** For conveniently load a bytecode on the card or programming a switch to a new bytecode, our WMP release exploits an application called bytecode manager. To enable the exchange of messages with the EC, we developed a wrapper for using the bytecode manager as an OMF application. The wrapper allows to load the bytecode manager on the controlled node, invoke the WMP interface commands as different application properties, and track the output of the commands in the state of the controlled nodes. A simplified version of this wrapper is shown in figure 2. The wrapper, according to the SDN terminology, implements a southbound interface for configuring the node behaviors according to the injected XFSM.

**Measurement Points.** A set of auxiliary OMF applications have been developed for monitoring different network statistics on the controlled nodes. We developed a wrapper for the tcpdump packet analyzer whose properties allow to configure the packet filtering criteria, and a monitoring application of the WMP internal registers (called WMPdump) whose properties allow to select the desired register and to convert the register value in decimal notation. Examples of parameters that can be collected by WMPdump are the number of correctly received or failed preambles, the number of CRC failures, the contention window values.

### 4.3 Supporting a MAC cognitive cycle

To perform a functional analysis of the OMF primitives available for developing control applications, we consider a MAC cognitive cycle in which: i) the sensing phase is implemented by collecting different data by means of the monitoring applications deployed on the nodes; ii) the analysis and reasoning phases are performed at the EC by aggregating data and provide a network context estimate, iii) the adaptation phase is finally achieved by reprogramming, when needed, the MAC program on the controlled nodes. Figure 3 shows a simple example of control applications, enlightening the functional mapping between the OEDL instructions and the different phases of the MAC cognitive cycle. The sensing phase is basically programmed by specifying the monitoring applications and parameters to be loaded on the network nodes (in our example, the WMPdump application will track the contention window value of node N1). The context estimation phase is programmed by defining customized events (i.e. contexts) to be identified when some specific conditions are met. For example, when the log of the monitoring application shows that node N1 is using a contention window higher than 31, an event is triggered for indicating an high contention state for that node. The reaction phase is programmed as a list of instructions (such as the switching to a different XFSM) to be executed after the

```plaintext
configure('WMP', 'bytecode-manager') do |app|
  app.description = 'Southbound Interface to WMP'
  app.path = '/root/src/bytecode-manager'

  app.addProperty('listen', "enable XFSM remote injection", n := 0, {}

  app.addProperty('connect', "send a XFSM to a remote node", n := 0, {type => 'string', default => 'localhost', order := 1})

  app.addProperty('run', "activate the XFSM on a given position", n := 0, {type => 'integer', order := 1})

  app.addProperty('load', "inject a XFSM on a given card position", n := 0, {type => 'string', order := 1})

  app.addProperty('machine', "specify the bytecode text file", n := 0, {type => 'string', order := 2})

  app.addProperty('dump', "outputs some card internal registers", n := 0, {type => 'integer', order := 1})
end
```

Figure 2: OML wrapper for the bytecode manager application.

Figure 3: An example of network control program written in OEDL.
corresponding event is triggered. Finally, the figure shows the configuration of a network scenario when the OMF primitives are used for their native role, i.e. for configuring an experiment by specifying the traffic flows between the network nodes.

5. MAC ADAPTATION EXAMPLES

We deployed four WMP-enabled nodes in a CREW’s testbed in Ghent (Wilab2). Nodes, called Alix\(i\), with \(i = 1, \cdots, 4\) are equipped with the WMP prototype and MPs able to monitor high level performance figures and card registers. Node Alix\(i\) is configured to act as an Access Point because of its central physical position (with nodes Alix\(2\) and Alix\(4\), close each other, on the left and node Alix\(1\) on the right). For control purposes, nodes are wired to an independent Ethernet network, where the EC, AM and the OML data base also reside: we will show in the next section 5.3 how wired connectivity can be restricted to the AP only (as in real world conditions) and the remaining nodes can be reliably controlled via wireless, using wireless MAC virtualization.

Even if we rely on an experiment control framework, we stress that our usage of the EC should not be confused with the usual control of an actual experiment timeline (launching traffic flows, configuring wireless cards and MPs, etc). Rather, our scenario is that of an independent and autonomously evolving wireless network, but where dynamic MAC protocol adaptations are triggered by context change estimates according to a centralized optimization logic. Both such operations are implemented in OEDL, by defining different events and relevant actions.

5.1 Use case 1: performance adaptation

The example presented in this section (as well as the next one in section 5.2) is naïve, and the adaptation mechanism used can be obviously improved. Its purpose is however not to specifically propose an actual meaningful algorithm, but rather to showcase how an adaptation strategy can be supported and orchestrated by the control framework.

In WLANs, different channel conditions make such that stations may experience a largely different throughput despite using the same backoff settings. Fig. 4 shows that this phenomenon also occurs in our actual deployment. When node Alix\(i\), loaded with a greedy UDP data transfer (payload size of 1470 bytes) towards the AP, starts transmitting, it reaches maximum performance\(^4\). However, its throughput drops down to about 2.4 Mbps when node Alix\(2\) starts a similar UDP session, whereas Alix\(2\)’s throughput is about 4.2 Mbps. As the initial session was not meaningfully affected by channel errors, this difference is likely caused by channel capture by node Alix\(2\), closer to the AP (upon collision, the AP is able to correctly demodulate the stronger Alix\(2\) signal).

context gathering. This unfairness is detected by instructing the node MPs to periodically send throughput measurement samples to the EC. When a significant and stable difference in throughput is detected (a threshold percentage), the EC starts a closer investigation by sending a command to the WMPdump application for gathering the throughput of its central physical position (with nodes Alix\(2\) and Alix\(4\), close each other, on the left and node Alix\(1\) on the right). For control purposes, nodes are wired to an independent Ethernet network, where the EC, AM and the OML data base also reside: we will show in the next section 5.3 how wired connectivity can be restricted to the AP only (as in real world conditions) and the remaining nodes can be reliably controlled via wireless, using wireless MAC virtualization.

Even if we rely on an experiment control framework, we stress that our usage of the EC should not be confused with the usual control of an actual experiment timeline (launching traffic flows, configuring wireless cards and MPs, etc). Rather, our scenario is that of an independent and autonomously evolving wireless network, but where dynamic MAC protocol adaptations are triggered by context change estimates according to a centralized optimization logic. Both such operations are implemented in OEDL, by defining different events and relevant actions.

5.2 Use case 2: topology adaptation

As a second use case, we integrated the Direct Link Setup (DLS) scenario described in [5] in the OMF control framework. We recall that DLS is an 802.11 protocol amendment devised to prevent the “triangular” routing and the relevant halve of capacity mandated by the original 802.11 standard, which forces two stations associated to a same AP to mutually communicate through the AP itself. DLS standardization has neither been easy nor fast (it was originally

---

\(^4\)Considering overhead, the measured 6.7 Mbps with PHY rate of 11 Mbps is aligned with the expected saturation throughput for a single station in ideal channel conditions.
5.3 Use case 3: control network isolation

As a last example, we consider an adaptation problem in case of coexistence between the control and data networks, i.e. when the AP acts as a control message relay between the EC and the mobile nodes. The virtualization primitives of the WMP architecture can be exploited for isolating the control network, thus guaranteeing that control messages are correctly delivered to different nodes within some predictable time boundaries and that the measurement points can send back the monitored parameters by exploiting a guaranteed bandwidth. Indeed, the WMP nodes can load two different state machines on the controlled nodes (one for the data network and one for the control network) to be alternatively paused in a different portion of the beacon interval. Since all the nodes receive the AP beacon to keep the association, the time intervals in which they will transport data or control data will result synchronized.

Context gathering. To monitor the network capacity available for the control network, the EC (periodically or upon a specific signaling need) activates a ping application from the AP to the node to be controlled, whose delay results are sent back to the EC. Fig. 8 shows an example of delay measurements in case of greedy background traffic from nodes Alix1 and Alix2 to the AP. If the average delay or delay jitter is too high, the EC detects insufficient resources for the control network and triggers an adaptation.

Context gathering. To understand the traffic scenario, the EC activates a tcpdump application on the AP. When an internal traffic flow between two mobile stations is revealed, the EC starts a closer analysis by also activating the tcpdump application on the destination node. The application is configured for filtering from DS and to DS frames and tracking the SNR values of each captured frame. An example of the resulting trace is shown in Fig. 7, where the from DS frames before the 1000-th sample are obviously sent by the AP, while the to DS ones are sent by Alix2. The EC analyzes the data to understand if the two mobile nodes are visible or not, and detects that a direct link can be activated.

MAC adaptation. The direct link XFSM (available in the EC repository) is sent by the EC to both the mobile nodes with a different configuration parameter representing the MAC address of the peer node. After loading the program, the EC sends the switch commands to the new MAC protocol stack. According to our implementation, Alix2 is now able to send frames to Alix4 by pretending to be the AP. Fig. 6 shows the throughput improvements due to the protocol switch, while the SNR trace shows that the from DS frames are now sent by node Alix2.

5.3 Use case 3: control network isolation

As a last example, we consider an adaptation problem in case of coexistence between the control and data networks, i.e. when the AP acts as a control message relay between
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when a greedy transfer of control information is started from \( \text{Al}x_{2} \) to the AP (with the previous background data traffic from \( \text{Al}x_{2} \) and \( \text{Al}x_{4} \)). The figure clearly shows the time-based division between the control and data frames.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We believe that the ability to formally describe and instantly deploy custom wireless MAC stacks as eXtensible Finite State Machines, which orchestrate the execution of vendor’s implemented radio primitives and signals, may obsolete existing one-size-fits-all standardized MAC protocols and pave the road towards multiple context-specific MAC protocols, optimized for niche scenarios and conditions. Backward compatibility is not anymore a necessary requirement (stations which need to interact would install and run a same specific protocol), but reduce to the need to agree on which actions, events and conditions (i.e., which API) should be supported by the vendors’ cards.

This paper has further investigated control frameworks which may candidate to support and manage context-specific MAC protocol deployment and runtime adaptation. We specifically integrated our MAC programming abstractions into OMf, a control framework originally designed for the different purpose of controlling the execution of testbed experiments, and showed how simple estimates of the network context can drive MAC protocol adaptations. A promising research direction consists in exploiting our MAC programming abstraction in the design of fully automated cognitive systems able to to smartly adapt (or even automatically reprogram) the channel access operation to mutating environments and traffic conditions.
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